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COMPLEXITY OF TOOL:
FROM EASY TO DIFFICULT  

ACCESS VIA WEBSITE:
WITH CLICKABLE LINK

ACCESS VIA IOS APP:

ACCESS VIA ANDROID APP:
 
 
 
 

TECH TOOLS KEY



 

BouncyBalls.org was designed to help teachers
manage classroom noise. Ironically, it makes a

great tool to motivate children who are still
experimenting with their voice to make sounds.

HOW IT WORKS:
The balls on the screen respond to the 

volume the device detects.
Adjust it's sensitivity to sound easily using the dial on

the top of the page.

BOUNCYBALLS.ORG

Creators: Neave Interactive
Clinical Use: Voice output, motivation to use the voice

https://bouncyballs.org/


 

Bla Bla Bla is well-loved by speech and
language therapists because of its ease of use

and cool visual responses to the voice.
 

HOW IT WORKS:
The "faces" on the screen mirror the face of the client
as they make a sound, making it particularly suitable
for little ones who are trying to understand the cause-

and-effect of vocalizing.

BLA BLA BLA

Creators: Lorenza Bravi
Clinical Use: Voice output, motivation to use the voice



 

Chrome Music Lab has a fantastic variety of
music-making tools that you and your

clients can use via shared screen in
Telehealth.

THESE TOOLS INCLUDE:
Song Maker
Spectrogram

Rhythm Maker
 

CHROME MUSIC LAB

Clinical Use: Executive functions, attention, vocal production
Creators: Google Creative Lab (in collaboration with individual
creators)

https://musiclab.chromeexperiments.com/


 

Patatap is described as a "portable animation
and sound kit" by its creators. Because

minimal physical input is required, this is a
fabulous tool to use with clients with limited

mobility.
 

HOW TO USE:
Create a sound along with a striking visual effect by

typing on the keyboard on the web version 
(or tapping on the screen if you buy the app)

PATATAP

Creators: Juno Brandel and Lullatone (Japanese electronic duo)
Clinical Use: Sensory integration, shared attention with clients with PMLD,
joint music making

https://patatap.com/


 

Yume is an experiemental preview of Keith
Keniff's music album. Clients can control certain
qualities of the music (volume, instrumentation, 

 additional tracks) by moving the bars on the
screen around.

APPLICATIONS:
Use it in Supportive Music and Imagery sessions

and invite the client to explore how a positive memory
might translate to music.

Invite the client to move their body according to the
changing quality of the music.

YUME - UNSEEN MUSIC

Creators: Keith Keniff
Clinical Use: Sensory integration, supportive music, movement and music
integration

https://unseen-music.com/yume/


 

Also created by Google, the Google Arts &
Culture Lab features a wealth of sensory
integrated creative tools that we can use

with young people.

SOME OF THE BEST FREE TOOLS ARE:
Assisted melody

Blob opera
Paint a Kandisky
Paint with music

 

GOOGLE ARTS & CULTURE LAB

Clinical Use: Sensory integration, recognizing emotions, executive function
Creators: Google Creative Lab (in collaboration with individual creators)

https://experiments.withgoogle.com/collection/arts-culture


 

IncrediBox is much loved by a lot of young clients.
You can easily make really cool tracks to dance with

using the free version.  

FOR WORKING MEMORY:
Offer simple instructions such as "choose one sound per color"

OR."mute one character at a time so the music fades out".
 

FOR EXECUTIVE FUNCTION:
Ask questions like "Would you like the song to be loud or quiet?",

"How can we make that happen?", or "How would you like the
piece to end?"

INCREDIBOX (DEMO VERSION)

Creators: So Far So Good
Clinical Use: Executive function, shared enjoyment
**LOOK OUT! IncrediBox is creating a version for educators/therapists!

https://www.incredibox.com/


 

Cove is a simple-to-use music/visual based
journal app designed for people who want to
record their feelings through creative means. 

USE THIS APP TO:
Tag emotions to each journal entry.

Explore if the music making process evoked new insight.
 Reflect on client-progress at the end of a session.
Help client(s) cope with the end of the therapeutic

relationship.

COVE

Creators: Humane Engineering Ltd, music by Chris Thompson, designed by
Alejandro Santander
Clinical Use: Emotional expression, continuous self-care after end of therapy



 

Oceanwaves.io was designed with the goal of
making music production accessible for people of

all ages. 

BENEFITS OF USING THIS APP:
It is simple by design.

Your clients can make their own backing tracks in a
matter of minutes by dragging and clicking on the pre-

recorded sounds in the Oceanwave sound library.
You can download the tracks for free!

OCEANWAVES.IO (FREE VERSION)

Creators: Natasha Shahata and Robin Hunter
Clinical Use: Executive function, shared enjoyment, song writing
**LOOK OUT! Oceanwave.io is creating a version for
educators/therapists!

https://www.oceanwaves.io/


 

Ambient Mixer has a library of soundscapes
and you can also make your own with clients,

according to how they feel that day.
 

SOUNDSCAPES INCLUDE:
Harry Potter Dining Hall

Horror Themes

AMBIENT-MIXER.COM

Creators: Unkown
Clinical Use: Soundscape making for wellbeing, executive function

https://www.incredibox.com/


BouncyBalls

Bla Bla Bla -- iOS/Android App only

Chrome Music Lab 

Patatap

Yume - unseen music

Google Arts & Culture Lab

IncrediBox (demo version)

Oceanwaves.io (free version)

Cove -- iOS/Android App only

Ambient-Mixer

 

 

https://bouncyballs.org/

https://musiclab.chromeexperiments.com/

https://patatap.com/

https://unseen-music.com/yume/

https://experiments.withgoogle.com/collection/arts-
culture

https://www.incredibox.com/

https://www.oceanwaves.io/

https://www.ambient-mixer.com//
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